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Abstract

There exist several animation systems capable of synthesizing character dancing animation.
These systems, however, are often limited to a single character and offer limited to no
control over the characters position and foot placement. In addition the choice and order of
moves is often determined automatically through a motion graph. Dance animation
notations exist to provide control over these aspects but are overly complex and best suited
for experienced choreographers as well as requiring the implementation of substantial
previous knowledge in order for the system to interpret. This thesis proposes and
investigates the use of a foot step driven dance notation for two characters that can be
generated automatically through the use of external rules and move descriptions. Through
the use of a small plug-in the notation can be used with any similar foot step driven
animation synthesis system.
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1. Introduction
Character motion is a very broad term, which can be further subdivided into general
locomotion (walking, running) and other less commonly researched areas such as highly
dynamic movements (jumping, acrobatics), sports and dancing. Creating realistic and
convincing dance animation in humanoids is very distinct from creating plausible
locomotion. There is often no predictable pattern as is the case in walking/running and there
are several more degrees of freedom to be concerned about. The use of procedural
animation is often disregarded because of the “high degree of intelligence, expertise,
education and experience – not amenable to the use of analytic or algorithmic models
because of the aesthetic, perceptual and psychological aspects involved in the process [10].”
The most common form has therefore been using motion captured recordings of
professional dancers.
The generation of dancing animation involves additional tasks that one doesn’t come across
in general locomotion. First and foremost the use of existing dance moves or creation of new
dance moves requires the detection and separation of individual dance moves within a
motion capture recording of a dance performance. This is either done through motion
analysis [9,11,14,16] or a combination of motion and music analysis [10,13,14,15]. Another
task is that of the generation of some sort of motion graph [12], instruction set or plan
containing the information required to string together a sequence of dance moves. This
often takes place in an automated manner within the animation system itself. Last but not
least the sequence of dance moves must be synchronized to a piece of music “which is a very
difficult problem due to the intricate relationship that exists between music and motion in a
dance performance [10+.” While there are several different methods and techniques
developed and currently in development addressing these tasks, there are still several
general limitations present in dance animation synthesis systems.
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Systems making use of existing dancing motion to generate new dancing motion, while
innovative and able to expand the repertoire of dance moves without additional motion
capture are still highly dependent on the existing database of motion captured dance moves.
The database must contain a significant amount of dance maneuvers encompassing a wide
enough range of different movements in order for the newly generated moves to be
meaningfully varied and original [9,11,16]. Another problem that must be addressed with
this approach is the monitoring of generated movements that are either physically
impossible or in some way highly awkward or improbable. This often requires the inclusion
of some sort of human physics model which can vary in complexity. Since these systems
forgo a deep analysis of the music and retrieve motion ‘beats’ from the motion data instead,
the synchronization to music is limited, sometimes requiring manual intervention [11], other
times restricted to the speed of the original dance moves [16].
Systems making use of feature vectors derived from music and motion analysis focus on the
appropriate matching and synchronization of particular dance moves to specific areas in the
music. While there are several possibilities when it comes to the linking of music and
motion, it can be very subjective and vary with the type of dance, requiring additional
knowledge from the area of music psychology. As a result most systems make use of
commonly established features such as the ‘beat’ and the intensity of the music – matching
them up to changes of direction and the intensity of movements. Existing methods to track
the beat or extract the tempo from music are not completely accurate and often require
manual intervention in the form of custom thresholds and parameters per song and manual
verification of results [13].
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While both types of system are capable of producing aesthetically pleasing results, there is
another limitation present which is the lack of control and flexibility of the generated dance
sequence. Control over move choice and order is often very limited or non-existent due to
the absence of any sort of choreography or rule set, instead heavily relying on the particular
implementation, the internal parameters and values and the existing sample of dancing
motions. The usage of some sort of dance notation has been explored as the solution to this
problem. There are various different types of dance notation that have been developed and
that are currently in use, all varying greatly in their representation as well as purpose and
usage. These notations make use of abstract symbols, path or curve maps as well as
numerical, musical and word notations to visually represent dance movements. Despite the
numerous different dance notations currently existing, most are only used for dance forms
belonging to a specific style of dance, such as Shorthand Dance Notation (dances from
Israel), Morris Dance Notation (Morris dance) and Beauchamp-Feuillet Notation (Baroque
dance). Other notations such as Labanotation and eXtensible Dance Scripting notation are
somewhat more flexible in this regard but are overly complex and only practical for usage by
choreographers in conjunction with specifically tailored software that can read and interpret
the notation. While some form of custom software is necessary for interpreting any dance
notation, the task becomes impractical and extremely complex to append to existing general
non-dance related animation synthesis systems given the complexity and size of the
notations (800+ symbols in labanotation). Additional limitations present in these notations is
the lack of automation, given a particular piece of music, and the creation of a
corresponding or matching set of movements for an additional ‘partner’ character.
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In order to overcome many of these limitations, this thesis proposes the usage of a
simplified automatically generated footstep driven dance notation. The footstep driven
aspect is partially motivated by the StepSpace [25] method, developed and in use at the
University of Utrecht, as well as the potential to use the notation with any similar animation
system. The notation is automatically generated for an accompanying piece of music
through the use of external rules and moves sets, both offering different levels of control
and customization. In its final form the notation consists of a sequence of paired footstep
placements for two characters for an entire dance performance. In conjunction with a small
plug-in, the footstep placements can be converted into whatever local representation of
steps is used in the animation system without the need to implement any large library or
knowledge base.
This paper is divided into several sections, the introduction of which has just given a general
overview of the current possibilities and limitations present in dance animation synthesis, as
well as a short motivation and summary of the goal of this thesis. The related work section
will go into a more in depth overview of work related to dance animation synthesis,
specifically pertaining to the acquisition of data through the use of motion capture, music
analysis, dance notation, motion analysis and the synthesizing of a dance animation
performance. Following the related work will be the motivation, research objectives and a
short breakdown on the specific dance style chosen. We then describe the system of dance
notation developed, its composition and structure. A chapter on the implementation will
explain and break down the specific phases as well as describe the StepSpace method used
and be followed with an overview of the results. The thesis will conclude with reflection and
discussion of the work and the possibilities for future work.
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2. Related work
In order to produce a synthesized animation of two dancers synchronized to a piece of music
there are several steps that must be undertaken. The first is acquisition of motion data, in
the form of motion capture. An analysis of music is required; in order to retrieve information
from the music that will help synchronize the animation. Motion analysis performed on the
resulting data results in the segmentation and creation of dance moves – often accompanied
by music analysis. Most animation systems create an internal equivalent of a motion graph
to determine dance move transitions and order, dance notations can be used to externalize
this process.

2.1.

Motion Capture

Motion Capture, the recording of motion through the tracking of mechanical, optical or
magnetic sensors, was developed in the 1970s. There are currently various different motion
capture methods in existence each accompanied by different advantages and disadvantages,
the correct choice of method often depending upon the type of movements, range of the
motion and required level of accuracy, as well as any other particular prerequisites.
Optical systems are the most well known motion capture
system type and require the actor to wear a suit with markers
that are picked up and triangulated by several cameras. Optical
systems produce very clean and detailed data and allow a great
amount of freedom to the actor at the expense of being prone
to occlusion, a lack of absolute rotations and often a higher
cost. Magnetic systems, being based on magnetic receivers,
avoid the problem of occluded data as well as having absolute
rotations and a lower cost than Optical systems, although they
are prone to noise, distortion and interference from magnetic

Figure 1 – An Optical
motion capture system.

floors and limit the actor’s movements due to attached cabling. Mechanical systems, while
able to provide a reliable stream of output data that is not affected by either occlusion or
magnetic field interference, lack information about the ground and often the orientation of
the actor, resulting in foot data that tends to slide [3]. Regardless of the system used to
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record the motion, once a motion capture recording of a human actor is made it can be
applied to digital character to produce highly realistic animations that would have otherwise
taken many hours of manual key-framing or been outright impossible.
Although the cost effectiveness of motion capture versus traditional depends on several
factors, it is generally agreed that it can become quite cost and time effective in large
productions when wages and time billed by one or more animators can cause costs to soar.
Motion capture has been and is still generally thought of as a process which must involve
expensive hardware and an elaborate setup, but over the past few years there has been
significant research into providing low cost solutions that are more accessible, albeit more
limited. Budiman et al. [4] present an alternative low cost optical motion capture solution by
making use of mean-shift algorithm to track objects, requiring only two ordinary calibrated
webcams to function. In the last couple of years with the release of cheap motion sensitive
video game hardware such as the Nintendo Wii Motion Controller there have been
numerous projects involving its adaptation and usage for motion capture related purposes
[5][6]. However both these low-cost solutions, have their limitations – the most significant of
which is the inability to handle occlusion properly.
One of the most recent ways to animate characters has been procedurally. Procedural
animation has existed and been used for some time, but its application has generally been
limited to the simulation of particle effects such as smoke and fire as well as the behaviour
of fabrics and hair/fur [7]. While manual keyframing and motion capture both involve some
sort of control over the entire animation, procedural animation doesn’t and instead initiates
a simulation abiding by certain initial conditions and a set of rules often based on physical or
mathematical equations [8]. Once these are set the animator has no more control over the
resulting animation. Due to the unpredictability, lack of control and the need for elaborate
and complex conditions and rules to model the behavior of a character, the use of
procedural animation by itself to drive a character is a very difficult task.
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Regardless of the method used to create or acquire the animation, these different forms of
animation aren’t limited to being used independently, and there is substantial research into
using one or more to enhance the other [9,11,13], in many cases using data retrieved from
motion capture recordings to improve other existing animations or even create entirely new
animations. For example; Liang et al. [11] attempt to combine the advantages of both
motion capture and procedural animation by using parameters derived from an existing
database of motion captured animations to synthesize convincing procedural character
animation.

2.2.

Dance move creation

Once a sequence of dance motions has been motion captured it is analyzed and either
segmented into individual dance motions through different forms of motion analysis [9,11]
or a combination of both motion and music analysis [10,13,15,16]. The motion capture data
can also be used in order to edit and create new dance motions [9,11,16].
2.2.1. Motion Analysis
In order to accurately capture as well maintain as much realism in any newly created
motions Li et al. [9] propose the use of technique dubbed motion texture, incorporating the
dynamics of character motion to identify existing dance motions as well as create new ones.
Motion texture displays as a one-dimensional temporal distribution and is defined by a twolevel statistical model. At the lower level motion texture consists of a set of basic elements
called motion textons, modeled by an initial state distribution and a linear dynamic system
(LDS), which are essentially the repetitive movement patterns found in complex human
motion such as dancing. At the higher level is the distribution of these textons, represented
by a transition matrix describing the relationship between them.
The learning phase involves the segmentation of the motion captured dance sequence, with
each segment corresponding to a motion texton. Multiple segments can be slight variations
of the same dance movement, and therefore correspond to the same motion texton.
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Figure 2 - A texton consists of a linear dynamic system and an initial state distribution [9]

Once these have been identified and their distribution and relationships determined, a
sequence of new dance movements, statistically similar to the original motions, can be
created. This can be done randomly or by specifying several textons and their associated key
poses throughout the sequence and having the system generate the most likely texton
sequence that passes through these. The use of start and end pose constraints and time
warping result in varied motions that while unique do not differ drastically from their
original counterparts.

Figure 3 - Original texton (top), new synthesized motion with LDS and timewarping (bottom) [9]
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Kim et al. [12] propose another similar method
to identify dance moves within a dance
sequence as well as create new ones focused
around

preserving

their

rhythmic

pattern

dubbed rhythmic motion synthesis.

This is

accomplished through the extraction and use of
motion beats, regular rhythmic units of time
within a motion, and identification of rhythmic
patterns,

a

sequence

of

motion

Figure 4 - Candidate and reference motion beats [12]

beats

corresponding to a motion unit. Candidate
motion beats are first found by finding zero
crossings (moments of high acceleration,
deceleration

or

extreme

changes

in

direction) of certain joints.
These are then compared to the reference

Figure 5 - Beat breakdown [12]

motion beats, the dominant period for the candidate motion beats. The actual motion beats
can then be estimated from the candidate motion beats guided by the reference motion
beats.
Once the basic dance movements are identified, a movement transition graph is made which
enables the automatic synthesis of a dance or rhythmic oriented motions for one or several
characters.

Figure 6 - Marching soldiers using rhythmic motion synthesis [12]
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Both, motion texture and rhythmic motion synthesis present methods for identifying and
extracting the basic movements from a motion captured recordings and using them to
generate new motions. Motion texture involves the identification of patterns through
dynamics while rhythmic motion synthesis seeks out the recurring ‘beats’ in rhythmic
movement. The resulting quality of newly generated animations in such systems are directly
dependant on the quantity and variation of movements within the existing motion database.
If no physical model is present in the synthesis algorithm there is no guarantee that the
newly synthesized motions will be realistic or physically plausible [9]. This problem can be
partially controlled by the imposition of certain music or dance limitations [9,12] or the
implementation of constraints [9,15], that can be used to control how and when certain
movements should be used.
2.2.2. Music analysis
At a basic level music can be generalized to consist of certain sub-elements; pitch (which
governs melody and harmony), rhythm (associated with tempo, meter and articulation),
dynamics, timbre and texture. Of these the most important are often the melody, harmony
and rhythm (texture is actually the combined term for all three of these).
Melody is often the most memorable musical element, consisting of a series of notes that
usually recurs several times throughout the song. The melody usually comprises “the notes
that catch your ear as you listen; the line that sounds most important [15].
While melody is comprised of notes played over time, harmony occurs at a certain instant in
the music timeline whenever more than one pitch is played simultaneously. Harmony is also
the more complex of the three, being the “most emphasized and most highly developed
element in western music, and can be the subject of an entire course on music theory [18+”.
Rhythm, while seemingly the simplest of the three, can also be regarded as the most
influential music property when it comes to dancing. Simply put, rhythm is made up of
sounds and silences put together to form patterns of sound. It is the basic repetitive pulse of
the music, the beat we feel and more often than not synchronize our movements to in some
way when we dance.
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The process by which the rhythm of a piece of music is determined depends highly on the
format of the music file. While MIDI files contain many parameters embedded in the file
itself, using other file types containing raw audio signal data involves the use of more
advanced methods, filters and algorithms. Much of the current work done in regards to
tempo or beat extraction/tracking on analog music files [13,14,15] is based the onset
tracking method by Goto et al [19] which originally implemented a real-time beat tracking
system that managed multiple agents that tracked and predicted beats according to
different strategies in order to examine multiple hypotheses in parallel.
The former was later improved by the addition of making use of the combination of onset
times, chord changes and drum patterns to determine the hierarchical beat structure
comprising the quarter-note, half-note and measure levels [20]. Beat tracking and tempo
detection in analog music are still far from perfection, and manual intervention is often
required in the form of adjustment of parameters and thresholds when a song is drastically
different from another or to assure the accuracy of the results [13].

Figure 7 - The hierarchical beat structure derived from musical acoustic signals, by
using onset times, chord changes and drum patterns as per Goto et al
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2.2.3. Motion and musical features
The relationship between dance and music is a complex one that depends upon the
individual as well as the type of music. Deciphering the relationship between an individual
and his/her choice of dance moves for a particular music is often to some degree subjective,
although finding the relationship between a type of music and a number of generally
established suitable dance moves provides a useful usable set of data. While the importance
of certain musical features varies with the type of music and accompanying dance, there are
some generalizations that can be made. The most commonly accepted of these as stated by
Takaaki et al. [15] are that:
Almost all people can recognize the rhythm of music and they can clap or wave their
hands and dance to music.
People feel quiet and relaxed when listening to relaxing music such as a ballad, and
they feel excited when listening to intense music such as hard rock music.
Following these assumptions the rhythm and intensity of the music and dance can be said to
have a very close relationship. These elements lead to the extraction of multiple features
from each of the elements; from Rhythm, the tempo or beat, and from Intensity, the pitch,
timbre or velocity. Finding the correlation between these music features and certain motion
feature extracted from motion analysis enables the segmenting and construction of a series
of perceptually appropriate dance motions to accompany a piece of music [10,13,14,16].
Shiratori et al. [13,14] for example, based on many biological surveys, assume that dance
keyframes coincide with music beat frames. Following this assumption two components
focused on the hands are used for motion feature extraction; Motion Keyframes and Motion
Intensity. Both components relate to the velocities of the hand movements, with the former
being the moments where there is none or close to no velocity and the latter being the time
periods of high velocity between these moments.
Using both components a velocity graph showing the time periods where both hands are
stationary or almost stationary as well as in rapid movement, shown in figure 13. Since
human motion is not perfectly precise, Gaussian functions are calculated around the
resulting keyframes with a certain variance, as well as allowing for a certain time lag.
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Figure 8 – Velocity graphs used to derive the Keyframe and Motion Intensity
components which make up part of the motion features

Once the motion features are found these can be matched up to the music features,
resulting in a synchronization of the dance move to the music.

Figure 9 - Matching motion and music features

Alankus et al. [16] aim for a similar motion to music feature matching approach but focus
instead on finding sharp turns occurring in multiple body parts of the dancing character.

2.3.

Dance move relationships and transitions

Most systems whether making use of newly created motions or existing motions require a
method of selecting which movements may transition off each other in order to create a
complete dance sequence. This usually is present as some sort of movement transition
graph, or motiongraph [20], which is often traversed randomly to create the final
synthesized animation.
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Figure 10 – Example of a motion graph

Other systems allow a higher degree of control over the final animation through the use of
script files. D. Sauer et al [14] propose a system where the user builds a dance sequence
from a list of prebuilt movements, the
drawback being these movements
have to be programmed into the
system by an animator using C++
beforehand. The user is given
control through the use of a script
file

in

which

the

steps

and

movements of a character must be
specified. While the user is saved
from having to specify further

Figure 11 - Script used to specify routines (Sauer et al)

details, these must be incorporated into the system as constraints to ensure that the steps
and movements are being performed by the correct body parts and in the correct order
according to Celtic dance rules [15]. Although mentioned as a possibility for future work the
system currently did offer the possibility to randomly or automatically generate sections or
the entirety of a dance.
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2.4.

Dance Notations
2.4.1. History

Dance notation, much like music notation, is a symbolic representation on paper of such that
allows for the reconstruction and analysis of particular dance choreography. Due to the
increased complexity in expressing four-dimensional movement (3d movement over time) in
two dimensions (on paper), the development of dance notation was relatively slower than
that of music notation. Development was further held up behind antiquated dance customs
present in the 15th to 17th centuries in which dancing was restricted to very specific arm and
body movement and only had a small number of step arrangements and floor patterns [21].
Alongside the founding of the first dance academy in 1661 and the development of Ballet,
the need for more flexible and detailed notation became apparent as dance became more
varied and artistic, leading to more complex footwork and floor patterns. The first real
breakthrough in dance notation came in 1700 with the publication of “Choreographie, ou
l’art de decrier la danse” by a dancer/choreographer Feuillet, in which a track drawing
method was used to combine, record and display a dance’s footwork and floor pattern [22].
The system became the most widely used at the time, and in doing so provided a way by
which theatrical and ballroom dance could be recorded and exchanged throughout courts all
over Europe [21], marking the beginning of a succession of various notations that would
emerge attempting to keep up with the continuous modernization of dance.
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Figure 12 – A Feuillet notation example

Feuillet’s notation was a significant advance over previous notations, incorporating simple
but readable timing into a spatial path for two dancers. The notation provided information
about the:
Dancing space
Starting and facing positions of each dancer
Line or path of dance
Order, position and orientation of successive steps
The notation wasn’t without its shortcomings, however; and besides the ability to express
more elaborate movements and complicated timings it also lacked any arm or upper body
movements (with the exception of the taking and letting go of hands) and was difficult to
notate with multiple dancers [21]. During the 18th century, Ballet entered what is called its
Romantic era, and with it a need for a clearer indication of timing and more precise
description of the movements became apparent. Around this time a stick figure system
showing static positions at certain points was developed and became popular among
choreographers [22].
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2.4.2. Modernization
From the 18th century onwards various forms of notation ranging from simple symbols, to
stick figures to elaborate diagrams were brought forth in an attempt to establish a norm in
dance notation as classical music notation had become so for music. Among the various
emerging notations was Laban Notation (1928) invented by Rudolf von Laban, a graphical
notation which managed to incorporate multiple layers of dance related movement
information in a structured and visually appealing manner in the form of abstract graphical
symbols. The shape, placement, shading and length of a symbol all correspond to a different
piece of information.
The body part is determined by the position of the symbol relative to the staf
Direction of movement is determined by symbol shape
The altitude plane in which the movement is made is determined by the shading
The duration of the movement is determined by the length of the symbol itself
Further specification of a body part is expressed by a special body sign symbol

Figure 13 – The Laban notation basics
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Having established itself as somewhat of a norm,
several Labanotation editors became available, the
most widespread of which is LabanWriter. These
editors are essentially graphical editors with preset
symbols, however, and have no actual knowledge
base for parsing the score, thus nothing preventing
the user from entering complete non-sense [23].
There have been various efforts at creating more
comprehensive and user friendly editors for
Labanotation, but the problem remains that the
files for these editors are not designed for
inputting, searching or editing.
Having

creators,

editors

and

viewers

of

Labanotation the next logical step was to find a way

Figure 14 – An example of a Labanotation score

to visualize scores by using them to drive a virtual
character. To this end LabanDancer was developed. Through a series of passes LabanDancer
retrieves information from the Labanotation file, creates an internal data structure
representing the score, parses the former into three streams; gestures, support changes and
miscellaneous properties, and finally places a character made up of a hierarchical skeleton
with four inverse kinematic chains through the motions [reference]. LabanDancer boasts a
high degree of accuracy in translating the
Labanotation score and provides precise
control, making use of the IK using analytical
methods algorithm (IKAN) [reference?] to
allow control over knee and elbow joints and
van

de

Panne’s

*reference+

footprints

algorithm to control the character’s center of
gravity or root placement.
Figure 15 – The LabanDancer GUI
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Although able to visualize a Labanotation score in moderate detail, LabanDancer is a
complicated and heavy piece of software that serves as a standalone animation system
rather than a notation converter or plug-in for an existing animation system. LabanDancer,
and any other animation system that attempts to visualize a Labanotion score has to make
use of a rather large knowledge base is required to deduce certain implicit movements in the
score, in which the context of the move in question must be analyzed. In addition not all
symbols from the score translate well into gestures or support changes and require the
implementation of several procedures to handle properly, with several aspects of the score
still unable to be translated.
A text representation of Labanotation was proposed in order to solve some of these
problems and provide for a lightweight version of the notation to be easily exchanged and
interpreted. There are several different attempts at creating a textual representation of
Labanotation, Nakamura et al [34] propose and discuss an XML representation called
LabanXML.
While there currently isn’t any widely accepted
interchange format for dance notations, there are
several used for music notation. LabanXML was
thus created to be compatible with MusicXML,
and as such its structure is composed of
measures. LabanXML is made up of attribute and
notation elements. Attribute elements contain
time elements, which in turn contain beat and
beat type elements. The notation element is more
complex and contains the bulk of the notation in
the form of measure elements, as mentioned
previously, which each contain elements to
represent the column, direction and altitude

Figure 16 – The LabanXML Structure

plane aspects of Labanotation with some minor
alterations. Other additions include repeat, path direction elements and duration properties.
Additional symbols are used to represent occurrence and connectors.
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While LabanXML is a functional textual representation of Labanotation and thus has the
advantage of being portable, searchable as well as possibility of editing and interpretation
without specialized software, however, it still retains several disadvantages, notably the
inability to use the notation with any other general animation system due to the
requirement of a knowledge base and the excessive nesting of often repeated elements. Like
Labanotation, the omission of some sort of absolute or relative coordinate system and the
use instead of general directions limits its usage potential with different motion databases
which contain several steps different magnitudes or movements of different types in the
same direction.
Another notation that began development slightly before LabanXMLs finalization is the
eXtensible Dance Scripting Notation (xdsn) developed by Matthew Gough [Reference]. Xdsn
was created in response to a proposal for the need for alternative methods of dance
scripting, and serves as a tool for notation driven avatar animation. Like LabanXML, xdsn
makes use of XML to encode the score and written content, but the similarities end there.
Xdsn makes use of Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) to encode drawings, scribbles, paths and
other pertinent information expressed through lines and curves, resulting in a notation that
is somewhat of a hybrid between the original form of Labanotation and LabanXML.
Xdsn, like Labanotation was created with choreographers in mind, to allow the usage of
timelines, dynamic lines, space-diagrams and scribbles and is comprised of a combination of
word, abstract symbol and numerical markings [reference]. The notation aims to imply
rather than instruct, as movement can be separated from body parts and limbs can be
notated without specifying with side [reference]. Xdsn has two forms of notation, had
written and machine readable, conversion from the former to the latter is possible due to
the usage of defined elements and groupings and SVG data.
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Figure 17 - Hand and machine excerpts of xdsn notation.

Xdsn contains several different elements, the foundation of a characters movement can be
said to be contained within the impulse element, as it contains the euler angles along with
an axis rotation of a joint the notate the orientation of movement in 3d space [reference].
Other elements include path; which makes use of a list of predefined adjectives as well as
coordinates to describe it’s shape and length, move; which describes global movements such
as jumping, stepping and sliding, effort; which also uses a list of predefined adjectives to
describe the movement dynamics and body locations. The combination of these elements
allows for a very detailed choreography to be created by the author with very few
restrictions on creativity or form of expression, this manual notation can then be converted
into a machine readable structured version of the notation which adds portability and the
ability to be used by an animation system.
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While xdsn does not require a large knowledge base to parse the score it has a few
drawbacks. The creation and editing of the notation is done manually and even more so
than Labanotation would require the expertise of a choreographer very familiar with the
dance movements. Depending on the length and form of media included in the manual
score, the resulting conversion to a machine score could result in a very lengthy and complex
structure.

Figure
18 - Example of xdsn hand notation by an experienced Choreographer making use of a range of
2.4.3.
information forms.
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2.4.4. Alternate Forms of Notation
Renesse et al. [24] approach the task of modeling dance choreography mathematically,
specifically pertaining to Salsa and involving the creation of a mathematical model to
represent the broadest possible collection of dance positions and their transition moves. The
model is based on stationary dance positions which are represented algebraically in the form
of a tuple (an ordered list of elements) and which in turn link the transition dance moves.
Departing from a step based approach, Renesse et al. choose to disregard the position and
orientation of the feet and instead focus on the relationship between the dancers arms.
Positions contain information pertaining to each dancer’s orientation and connected hands
in relation to each other as well as specifics detailing whether a hand is behind the back,
over the head or crossed over. The transitions take the form of changes of each dancer’s
orientation, with a minimum of a half-turn, accompanied with relevant arm actions (behind
the back, over the head, open, close).

Figure 19 – A few example salsa dance positions and their matching tuples (Renesse et al.)

The model is limited to representing the upper body, and by itself would not be suitable for
animating a set of dancers. Moves are also limited to turning transitions. While the dance
notation captures the dynamic features of the movement part of dance, it does not concern
itself specifically with the relationship between the motion and music.
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2.5.

Motivation

As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are several systems focused on the synthesis of dance
animation which make use of various different methods and techniques. These systems,
provide reasonable to high quality results, but are dedicated dance systems, and thus
generally limited to the synthesis of dance animation. The systems are often limited to a
single character, provide limited or no control over initial and continuous character position,
orientation and foot placement. There is usually limited or no control over which motions
the character will execute and the overall order, as these are handled internally within the
system through some sort of motion graph or mapping. Dance notations are a potential
solution to this problem as they offer precise control over move choice and order but also
have their own respective draw backs. Existing dance notations are either too complex for
the average user, require the implementation of a substantial knowledge base for successful
interpretation of the notation within the animation system and/or lack the ability to be
automatically generated.
General animation synthesis systems are capable of basic human locomotion as well as a
vast repertoire of basic to complex actions and behaviors, but often exclude dancing due to
its complexity and crucial relationship to another medium, music. In order to add this
functionality, the complexity of generating a dance must be broken down and approached in
a way such that it is solvable using the tools and methods available in a general animation
synthesis system.
For the purpose of this project, a footstep driven animation synthesis system is used. Virtual
characters are essentially animated by following a series of foot placements. The choice of
such a system is motivated by the StepSpace method, developed and in use at the University
of Utrecht, which allows precise control over a character’s foot placement and timing. Such a
system has potential usage several fields such as gaming, path planning and simulation.
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In order to add dancing functionality to such a system, certain limitations must be taken into
account in order to keep the design behind the functionality from becoming bloated and
overly complex, resulting in the unwanted recreation of a dedicated dance system. This
includes the use of heavy or complex music and motion analysis or the implementation of a
large knowledge base or extensive set of constraints. In addition there should be significant
transparency, flexibility and control implemented in the functionality so as to allow a regular
user with no knowledge of dance choreography or programming to generate a dance
animation.

2.6.

Thesis objectives

This thesis proposes the use of a new format containing the necessary information to
animate two characters dancing in tandem, called a danceplan. The danceplan itself is of a
small file size and both human and machine readable. The danceplan can be created or
edited by hand, or generated automatically. While the danceplan is what is used by the
animation system to animate two dancing characters, control behind the generation of the
danceplan is implemented through a set of rules and dance move descriptions. The
combined usage of both of these allows for minimal work on part of the user in order to
automatically generate a synchronized dancing animation of two characters while still having
a high degree of control over the resulting animation. The music analysis, danceplan
generation and conversion all take place through the use of a small plug-in, while synthesis
of the final animation occurs within the RAGE framework using the StepSpace method.
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3. Danceplan Generation
In order for a footstep driven animation system to synthesize character locomotion, the
minimum information required usually consists of either a path or a sequence of foot
placement coordinates and orientations, possibly accompanied by timing information. An
example of such a system in action is present in chapter 4, in which an overview is given of
StepSpace method, a footstep driven animation synthesis system developed and used at the
University of Utrecht which is used for the purposes of this project. In order to synthesize a
dance with such a system in mind, both a path and foot placement coordinates have
potential usage, however, neither is suitably appropriate by itself.
A path is most appropriate when synthesizing animation which exhibits locomotion of some
kind, has a clear starting and end position requirements or requires the navigation of a
character through a space containing obstacles. While some forms of dance contain a
particular path of some kind, unlike human locomotion, it is not regarded as a piece of
information which can describe the dance itself. When a distinct path is present it is usually
more aptly described as the result of a particular combination of dance moves. The shape of
this path is also heavily dependent on the type of dance. Salsa dancing often has no clear
discernable path but does to some degree result in the gradual shifting of the dancers
involved, which occurs due to both the variation in step sizes during dancing as well as the
sequence of dance moves performed.
A linear sequence of foot placement coordinates, orientations and timings, is in some form
or another, what a footstep driven animation system will require to drive the animation of a
character. While the extraction and visualization of information from the data in this form is
feasible for a walk (start position, end position, step size) this does not hold true for a salsa
dance. A salsa dancer’s position will often ‘drift’ about a certain starting position. Due to the
nature of salsa and dance in general, footstep placements from both individuals will often
overlap each other several times, likewise step size will vary depending on the type of dance
move being executed. An additional level of difficulty is present in the second set of foot
placements that must complement the first.
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In order to avoid the tedious and time consuming process of creating two sequences of
footsteps manually and ensuring they are both synchronized and play out to display
meaningful dance moves, an alternate method is required that is easily accessible yet offers
a high degree of control over the resulting dance choreography. This higher level of
specification must be user friendly enough to be accessible to individuals with no prior
knowledge of dance choreography or programming. This thesis proposes the use of a set of
rules and move descriptions in order to automatically generate both footstep sequences,
which together form a danceplan.

3.1.

Danceplan

A danceplan,

, consists of a sequence of paired steps, , defined as
where

,

and

are the first and last steps

,

for the leader and partner respectively. Each leader and partner step both contain
information such as its corresponding parent move, active foot, step coordinates and
orientation. In addition a leader step contains information regarding the current step within
the pertaining dance move. Since each partner step is paired to a leader step this
information is not required to be present in the partner step. Either the leader or partner
step can specify an additional piece of information representing their hand IK state. This
information can be used to drive the IK state of either the leaders or partners hands.
can thus be defined as
represented by

. The move that the current step is a part of is

, with the specific step number within the move denoted by
, where

denote the first and last step of the move

respectively. The active foot is derived from

, simply denoting a left or right footplant. The

actual coordinates and orientation of the foot are derived from
and

, with

where r is radians.
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Using the assumption the dance floor is completely flat, and the characters dance space can
be represented by a two dimensional plane: the position of the foot,
dimensional Cartesian coordinates with

and

, is stored as 2-

values. This is due to the nature of dance

combined with footstep placement, which naturally results in each foot stopping at the same
value at each step. This imposes some limitations and disallows the use of uneven terrain
or interaction of the feet with objects or props, but both of these are beyond the scope of
this thesis.
The orientation of the foot,

, is represented by an angle between negative and positive 180

degrees. The combination of the sign and value denotes the direction of rotation and ending
orientation of the foot once the step ceases being active and becomes planted. Both the
position,

, and orientation,

, of the active foot

, are expressed relative to the inactive

foot, or supporting foot.

Figure 20 - The position of the active
foot (green) is given relative to the
inactive or support foot (black)

Figure 21 - The orientation of the
active foot (green) is given relative to
the orientation of the inactive or
support foot (black).
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The reason for the use of a relative coordinate system rather than an absolute world
coordinate system is the importance a dancers feet have relative to each other, which
supersedes that of the dancers foot location relative to some arbitrary stationary origin.
Regular human locomotion often has a start and end point, usually determined by a path,
and as such progress along that path is suitably extracted using absolute world coordinates
with the origin usually representing either the start or end of the path or some other
important point of reference. Dancing in turn, and specifically pertaining to Salsa in this
instance, would benefit little if at all from extracting the absolute world coordinates of the
feet due to the drift and common overlap. Instead more meaningful information can be
gathered if the coordinates of the feet are given with respect to each other, resulting in a
more legible and identifiable pattern.

is the optional hand IK state, and can be used to

represent a combination of hand states during the associated step for the character. These
include either single sided hand accompanying the other dancers equivalent or opposite
hand or both hands accompanying both the other dancers hands.
A partner step,

, is similarly defined as

with the exclusion a move step,

. A leader or partner step can either both be present simultaneously, individually or not at
all. Each step, whether an actual step or null step coincides with a beat, the timing of which
is determined by the tempo retrieved from the accompanying music.
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Figure 22 - Exampe danceplan step

A danceplan and its contents can be created and edited by hand, adding an additional layer
of control, but is designed to be generated automatically through the use of user specified
rules and moves. The moves describe the actual content, or form the syntax, while the rules
form the semantics. These are described in the following sections.

Rules

• Transitions
• Pairings
• Combinations

Moves

• Leader Moves
• Partner
Moves

Danceplan

Figure 23 – A Danceplan’s content is derived from a set of rules and moves.
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3.2.

Rules

The rules behind the danceplan are at the highest and most abstract level behind the design.
Like most rules, their role is not to specify what, but how. The purpose of the rules is to
provide information regarding the relationship between dance moves as well list any
possible sequences or combinations of these moves.
Relationship between dance moves can be broken up into two layers, one which comprises
the transitions between dance moves themselves and the other which illustrates the
pairings or possible match ups. Both of these can be visualized equivalents of a motion graph
[12]. The transitions of a given dance move are those moves which have the possibility of
following up or continuing after that dance move has ended. Pairings entail which dance
moves can be paired or matched to another given dance move. As described in chapter 4,
the dance moves in Salsa are determined by the leader. This means that transitions are a
relationship between different dance moves corresponding to the leader, while pairings or
matches illustrate a relationship between moves for the leader and the corresponding dance
move for the follower. There is no limitation on the number of transitions or pairings a
leaders move may have. An example is given in figure 21.

Figure 24 - The relationships found in the rules consist of the leaders moves (blue steps) and transitions
between them (blue arrows) as well as pairings (red arrows) between them and partner moves (red steps).
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The combinations of dance moves provides an alternative or even complement to the move
transitions, by listing the different possible sequences of dance moves that can be chained
together. This is similar to the usage of routines by Sauer et al. [15] except in this case they
are not programmed into the system itself but are contained within a separate file. Sauer et
al. [15] also require the manual listing of routines in a separate script file, while our
proposed method selects a sequence of dance moves automatically based on certain
criteria. While these dance combinations aren’t specifically required for the creation of a
danceplan they serve as an additional method for controlling and structuring the resulting
danceplan. An example of a functional representation of a rule set is included in the
appendix.

Figure 25 - Over time different sets of combinations become available, each combination consisting of a sequence of
dance moves.
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3.3.

Dance Moves

A set of dance moves consist of two groupings of moves, those corresponding to the leader
and those corresponding to the partner.

Dance
Moves

Leader

Move A

Partner

Move B

Move C

Move D

Figure 26 - Dance Move Hierarchy

Dance moves for the leader and partner each correspond to one of the two characters
dancing in tandem opposite each other, therefore a distinction among moves is necessary.
A set of dance moves,

, can be represented by

, in which

and

are subsets

representing the leaders and partners moves respectively, both belonging to the superset of
moves,

. All moves are unique, therefore

. Both the leader and partner subsets

each contain a set of unorganized moves, the size of which is not required to be equal.
Each individual move,

, consists of a move type, a pair of coordinates, a total number of

beats and a set of steps, represented by
type,

is a set of coordinates such that

the move and

is a set of steps such that

where

simply denotes the move

, B is the total number of beats present in
, where the set of steps, ,

consist of a number of steps with the last step being equal to the total number of beats, B.
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The inclusion of a pair of coordinates per move serves as a default step value that is applied
to each step if there is no overriding set of coordinates. This eliminates any redundancy that
may present itself in a dance move with uniform steps. In order to compliment this, instead
of repeating a set of coordinates throughout individual steps, a direction is given, which
when combined with the default step value or the steps specific override value represent
the foots exact position. An individual step, , consists of an active foot, a direction, an
orientation, a beat and an optional hand IK state as
step is given by an

and

. The direction, , of a

value from the set

. The result is similar to the

equivalent portrayal of the eight cardinal directions in Labanotation, but numerically instead
of by symbol shape. An example of two steps with the same default step dimensions but
different directions is given in figures 27 & 28. An example of a functional representation of
a set of moves implemented in xml is included in the appendix.

Figure 27 - Dance move step, direction (x: 1, z: -1)

Figure 28 - Dance move step, direction (x: -1, z: 1)

The step dimensions themselves are manually defined by the user but should be equal to or
approximate the dimensions of those detected within the motion captured data. In the case
that the dimensions of the steps are equal, the resulting animation will most likely contain
drifting unless the motion capture was thoroughly revised and edited.
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Drift is the gradual shifting of a character’s position while dancing. Unlike walking, where
each subsequent step is usually a new unique position, dancing involves stepping away and
back, albeit in several different directions and ways. This results in a neutral starting or root
position. Although the differences might be unperceivable to the naked eye, even a
professional dancer will have a slight variation in his or her steps when stepping away and
back to a root position. This variation in steps can result in a slight drift of the character’s
root position over time, the severity depending on the particular combination of steps and
moves. Any significant drift is undesirable in the final animation as pair of dancing characters
may drift apart or collide with each other as a result. Editing of the motion capture data can
diminish this problem, however, to completely remove any drifting is very laborious.
The alternative used is to define a set of perfect steps within a dance move in which no
drifting occurs. These steps must approximate the original steps in the motion capture data
in order for the association between them to be made during step synthesis. As long as the
planned perfect step and actual step don’t differ by too great an amount, the former can be
aligned onto the latter within the animation system.
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4. Synthesizing dance motion
4.1.

Generating the Danceplan

Given a set of defined rules and complete dance move descriptions a danceplan can be
created. First the tempo and total beats are calculated from the accompanying piece of
music. The first move is determined by default. Any subsequent moves involve a random
choice of independent move or combination.
In the case of an independent move the subsequent move is determined by randomly
choosing among the previous moves transitions outlined in the rules. One the move is
determined a corresponding matching partner move is randomly chosen. In the case of a
combination, a random combination from the appropriate combination time group is
chosen, and each of the moves iterated through. As each move is iterated through its step
information is looked up in the move descriptions and inserted into the danceplan in a
simplified form (direction and dimensions are multiplied to form one set of coordinates). For
each leader step inserted into the danceplan in such a manner, a corresponding step from
the corresponding partner dance move is paired to it.

4.2.

Danceplan Conversion

In order to synthesize an animation using the information contained within a danceplan it
must first be converted to a footplan, the step format used by the StepSpace method. A
footplan contains both spatial and temporal constraints of a series of foot placements. A
footplan step essentially consists of three steps, two pertaining to the before and after
states of the active foot and one belonging to the stationary support foot, these are
designated as

,

and

respectively.
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Figure 28 - A step in StepSpace consists of three actual foot
placements and 10 parameters in total [25].

Since the initial position of the characters feet are determined by the system, the danceplan
only needs to provide the updated position of the active foot. Because this is given relative
to the inactive foot there is sufficient information to fill in tsup and f1 of the footplan step.
Once the initial step timing is read in from the danceplan it can be used to calculate the
appropriate timing for each footplan step. The allocation of time given to the tstance and tswing
parameters is distributed equally by default but can be modified to provide for longer stance
times resulting in shorter swing times or vice versa.
Once the footplan is complete, the footsteps within it are searched against those in the
StepSpace. Specifics regarding the search strategy and step synthesis can be found in [25]. In
order to ensure foot placement is as close as possible to the planned step van Basten et al.
[25] make use of an alignment strategy as well as employing a spatial warping technique if
necessary. In order to make sure the synthesized animation is synchronized to the music
time warping is employed. This involves the sorting stances and a linear mapping of the step
times to desired timings in the foot plan.
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4.3.

Hand IK states

Modifying the state of either character’s hands is optional, and can be done through
specifying one of various hand IK states in the move descriptions. Since the StepSpace
method only deals with footsteps a footplan doesn’t contain information regarding a
character’s hands. Therefore, in order to make use of the hand IK state information present
in a danceplan it must either be read in directly after time warping or stored separately
during the danceplan to footplan conversion. Using the latter approach, a set of time keys
indicating the hand IK states for one or both of the characters is created during the
danceplan to footplan conversion and is used to determine the frames at which IK should be
enabled during synthesis. The target effectors for each of the character’s hands are defined
beforehand manually, and by default are the opposite characters wrist joints. Figure 30
shows both characters with no IK solution applied, while figure 31 shows an IK on state
applied to the partner’s hands.

Figure 30 – Leader and partner arms with no IK

Figure 31 – IK enabled on partner, leaders hand as
target effector.

The IK solver used is an already existing implementation within the RAGE framework of a set
of IK algorithms brought forth by Tolani et al. [26]. The approach involves not 6 degrees of
freedom, like some other IK techniques, but 7 degrees of freedom and uses open kinematic
chains in which two regular joints are connected by a revolute joint. The extra degree of
freedom allows refined control over placement of the revolute joint. Although the
algorithms accommodate for either the use of an arm or leg, the implementation focuses on
the creation of a HAL (Human Arm-Like) chain consisting of the shoulder, elbow and wrist.
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The algorithm used is of the faster and more reliable, but
slightly less flexible analytical rather than numerical sort,
meaning all possible solutions are sought rather than singling
out the most appropriate solution based on an initial guess.
Solutions to joint variables are expressed as a set of closed
form equations, which is only possible with 6 DOF systems.
Rotation of the revolute joint first requires the establishment
of a coordinate frame, which is one set of parameters passed
to the solver.

Figure 32 – 7 DOF Limb [26].

The algorithm allows the exploration of all possible solutions. In order to arrive at a unique
solution elbow position constraints are derived from a user defined swivel value. This
enables the user to define the position of the elbow about circle on a plane whose normal is
parallel to the shoulder to wrist axis, as illustrated in figure 33.

Figure 33 – rotation of the revolute joint about the shoulder to wrist axis

Given a particular frame of the animation, three character joints for which to solve for
(shoulder, elbow, wrist), the target effector (dancing partner’s wrist joint) and a set of
parameters, a suitable arrangement of the joints is calculated. Due to the lack of any
checking or optimization method in respect to the resulting IK chain arrangement, the swivel
parameter, controlling the resulting orientation of the elbow in the resulting chain, is set at a
default and maintained throughout the calculations.
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5. Implementation
The implementation behind this thesis was accomplished through the creation of a plug-in
for an existing footstep driven animation synthesis system. The actual system and plug-in
code is written C++ while the running of the system itself and the specification of certain
parameters is done through a script using the scripting language Lua.

5.1.

Motion Capture, editing and Step Creation

A series of 4 individuals, 2 dancing solo and 2 dancing as a couple where recorded in the
MOCAP lab at the University of Utrecht. The participants were put through a predefined
series of salsa dance moves. Several candidate moves were first chosen amongst a large
repertoire of different salsa styles, these were later analyzed for compatibility and feasibility
given the MOCAP and footstep driven method limitations. A final list of 11 moves used in the
recording sessions. Each participant recorded a dance move several times at three different
tempos; 160bpm, 180bpm and 200 bpm. Recordings at 160bpm proved to be the cleanest
and most uniform. The recordings where then cleaned up and edited in Motion Builder. Of
the 11 recorded moves, 4 were disregarded due to drifting or lack of clear and concise foot
step contacts. The finished animation files were then imported into the animation system,
footstep detection was performed to segment the animations into steps and the information
stored in a text representation of a StepSpace structure.

5.2.

MIDI Analysis

In order to include the appropriate timing information in the danceplan the song’s tempo
must be extracted from the MIDI file. This is accomplished during a pre-process stage where
the MIDI file is imported and analyzed.
The tempo of the MIDI file is found by iterating through each event until finding a tempo
event. Since the tempo is value is stored in microseconds per beat (also known as MSPQN or
microseconds per quarter note) we divide the total amount of microseconds present in a
minute (60,000,000) by the tempo to obtain the beats per minute (bpm). The bpm can is
then used to drive the count and timing behind the moves and steps generated for the
danceplan.
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Although the tempo event can usually be found near the beginning of a MIDI file, in order to
ascertain the complete duration of a track one must iterate through all events and add up
the delta times. This is due to delta times of each MIDI event representing the time elapsed
since the last MIDI event, thus the addition of all delta times are needed. Since the delta
times are expressed as ticks or pulses, we require the amount of pulses present in a beat,
defined by the division value. Dividing the MIDI tempo (MSPQN) by the division gives us the
length in microseconds of each tick. This value is multiplied by the total summation of delta
times to give us the total time in microseconds and divided by 1,000,000 to convert to
seconds.

5.3.

Libraries

The system framework used enables the use of a series of plugin-ins and libraries to extend
its use and functionality. A series of MIDI classes from a set of open source audio signal
processing and algorithmic synthesis classes bundled as the Synthesis ToolKit was used to
manipulate MIDI files. Some of the classes and functions were adapted to suit the needs of
the project. In order to generate and parse the XML structure of the danceplan, rules and
moves files, TinyXML, a small, simple, light-weight parser was used.
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5.4.

StepSpace modifications

Due to the innate differences between regular walking motion and more dynamic dance
motion, some slight modifications were made to certain methods within StepSpace. These
concerned footstep detection, footstep alignment and the sorting of foot stances prior to
time warping.
Footstep detection within StepSpace uses user defined height and velocity parameters as
thresholds to determine if the foot is planted at a certain frame. Steps during walking
usually adhere to a certain form and are generally predictable. Steps during a dance,
however, can vary greatly in terms of points of contact, pivoting and ground clearance. Due
to this it is unlikely that one set of parameters will serve to detect footsteps for an entire set
of dance movements and certain parameter adjustments have to be made.
Alignment of steps in StepSpace has the advantage of minimizing the difference between
previous and current steps, although if the difference is excessive the resulting adjustment
can result in a drastic change of orientation of the character due to the rotational
compensation occurring in the support foot. Although this can be avoided by setting a
threshold which if exceeded doesn’t align the step, if a dance step exhibits this behavior in
the first place then the problem lies in the planned footstep and used step animation
differing too greatly to result in a decent step animation.
Stance sorting occurs prior to time warping and is necessary in order to map the starting
times of the correct steps to the appropriate new time. A stance involves any time period
during which a foot is planted. During normal walking this alternates as expected between
the left and right feet. During dancing, however, a single stance can involve two or more
steps with a foot. This results in two overlapping stances, the longer stance from the support
foot and the shorter stance from the active foot. In order to accurately time warp the step
animations these must comprise of single steps, therefore the stances must be sorted and
those involving multiple steps filtered out. The resulting single step stances can then be used
for time warping.
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5.5.

Animation Synthesis and Visualization

The Rage framework consists of a layer on top of the Ogre 3D graphics engine. Rage has a set
of general libraries and plug-ins to help speedup programming your own software. For
example, the creation of geometry objects is supported by the geometry plug-in. Animations
of a computer model are loaded in by the animation plug-in. When running the framework a
viewer, control screen and a logging window are displayed. Using the control screen a user
can activate animations. These screens can be seen in Figure 34.
The RAGE framework, which makes use of the OGRE graphics engine, developed by the GMT
staff at the University of Utrecht was used to both synthesize and visualize the end resulting
animations. The viewing window, text log and user controls screen are shown in the figure
below.

Figure 34 – Screen captures showing the character visualization (left), controls (right) and log (bottom).
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6. Results
The quality of the final animation largely depends upon the recorded motion capture used as
well as the animation system to synthesize the final animation, in this case the RAGE
framework and StepSpace method, which provided good results. Once generated these
were exported as BVH files and imported into MAYA. A screenshot of the high quality
rendering of the animation is seen in figure 35.

Figure 35 – Dancing couple demo, regular dance moves.

The motion capture recordings of each of the dance moves were selected and edited so as
to contain as similar as possible a neutral stance, or start/end position. Steps within each of
the dance moves were also created as perfect dimension steps that approximated the
original motion capture steps rather than equaled them. In combination with blending and
aligning through StepSpace this ensured minimal character drift.
Two IK setups were tested, one involving IK on highly dynamic targets (the hands) and the
other on a more stationary target (hip). The first setup involved controlling the partner’s
hands through IK with the leader’s hands as targets. Since there is no blend window
between IK states, if the partner’s hand locations differ greatly at the frame of transition
there will be some ‘popping’. The degree of such can be reduced by moving the characters
closer together and testing to ensure there are no such extreme instances, although this
comes at the cost of possible collision between characters at certain points. A screenshot of
the resulting animation can be seen in figure 36.
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Figure 36 – Dancing couple demo, IK hand setup #1

Figure 37 – Dancing couple demo, IK hand setup #2

The second IK setup involved controlling both characters hands. While this resulted in the
nearly complete loss of natural motion in the arms from the recordings it proved to be
suitable for close closed-form dancing. A screenshot of the resulting animation can be seen
in figure 37, in which the partner’s hands are targeted to the leader’s shoulder and hand,
while the leader’s hands are targeted to the partner’s hip and hand. Another difference is
the constant active state of IK, rather than alternating between states, although this does
limit the possible dance move transitions. All three animations are included on the
accompanied cd.
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7. Conclusion and future work
The ultimate goal of this thesis was to visualize two characters dancing in tandem
synchronized to a piece of music through the use of a general animation synthesis system
without resorting to manually notating each individual step or implementing a large
knowledge set for interpreting a notation. The work undergone during this thesis pursued
the creation of a structured dance notation usable by a generic footstep driven animation
synthesis system in order to such an end result. The proposed danceplan notation is
compact, portable, both human and machine readable, offers a high degree of control as
well as automation and is easily expanded upon. The danceplan itself is automatically
created by using a set of rules and moves, both of which offer a high degree of control
without requiring knowledge of choreography or programming.
An important requirement was the design of a notation such that the usage of it would
require minimal alteration or conversion to create the equivalent native representations in a
footstep driven animation system. The danceplan thus is essentially a list of paired leader
and partner foot step coordinates, automatically generated through the use of rules and
move descriptions, which is then easily translated into whatever local footstep format the
animation system may use. Although consisting of a different footstep format than that of
the notation and optimized for basic human locomotion, the system was successfully used to
synthesize several animations of two characters dancing in tandem to music.
The chosen dance form for this thesis was Salsa, due to its footstep-beat relationship and
focus on movements of the feet and lower body. In theory other similar dance forms, such
as the Waltz could easily be substituted, only requiring the appropriate changes in the rules
and moves sets. The usage of slightly different dance forms, involving off-beat movements
would require some changes to the time structure of the notation. Another possible addition
would be the classification and usage of moves based on the position of the hands as well as
the feet. This would require the inclusion of one or more sets of coordinates and/or angles
and a more sophisticated IK solver.
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Future work regarding the notation could involve more elaborate rules, instead of just using
time the usage of melody, note pitch or predetermined musical patterns could be used to
trigger the selection of a specific combination of moves. While the notation itself has no
fixed limitations being easily extendable to add desired functionality, limitations arise from
the use of the motion captured recordings used by the system to construct the dance
animation. These come in the form of shifting of position and orientation of the feet when
dancing. Although a specific neutral position is used in the notation which is constantly
returned to transitioning to and from any of several moves, in reality dancers do not have
this perfect root position and naturally drift and turn slightly with each movement and step.
The extent of this was reduced significantly through the editing of the recorded motions as
well performing step alignment within StepSpace but is still present in small amounts
depending on the particular combination of steps. Instead of attempting to negate any drift,
the incorporation of intentional controlled drift of both characters is another possibility,
which would more accurately model real life dancing.
Another area of improvement relates to the detecting of footsteps within the system, as
different parameters and thresholds must be set depending on the type of move or step
being performed due to the differences between dancing and regular human locomotion.
This results in not all footsteps starting and ending precisely at contact and liftoff points
when using a default parameter set. Although the offsets may be less than a second, when
dancing to the beat of music this is readily apparent.
A possible strategy that would eliminate the extensive editing of the recorded motions and
the tweaking of footstep detection parameters would be the use of a foot IK solution in
conjunction with a human physical model. While there are often IK solutions available in
many generic animation systems, these are usually not optimized for dancing motions and
using them for such a purpose results in unwanted behavior.
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The usage of a simple IK solver for the hands shows better results when the IK targets have a
low velocity average. In addition transition between IK states should take place during
moments where position differences are minimal in order to reduce popping. A solution
could be the automatic detection of such moments or the use of a blend window around the
specific moment. Another approach could be the separation of upper body motion from
lower body locomotion, which is another area of active research.
The notation system proposed automates the creation of a danceplan, however, both the
rules and move descriptions must first be annotated manually by the user. Automatic
generation of a rules set from music does not seem likely and would require the
implementation of a dance knowledge-base. The automatic generation of move
descriptions, however, could be accomplished by a combination of motion and music
analysis. Motion analysis would involve improving the existing footstep detection method,
possibly being able to classify or group similar steps, or even define a sequence to represent
a move. A more in depth music analysis, using the established research assumptions on the
relationship between music and movement, could explore the possibilities of identifying and
matching certain music features to movement features present in the steps, and therefore
establishing a method to select the most appropriate move.
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9. Appendix
9.1.

Danceplan

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<DancePlan Moves="6" BeatsPerSecond="1">
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="1" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="1" Foot="0" X="20" Z="-20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="Mambo" Foot="1" X="-20" Z="20" Rot="0" IK="1" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="2" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="2" Foot="1" X="-20" Z="20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="Mambo" Foot="0" X="20" Z="-20" Rot="0" IK="1" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="3" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="3" Foot="0" X="0" Z="-20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="Mambo" Foot="1" X="0" Z="20" Rot="0" IK="1" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="4" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="4" Foot="2" X="0" Z="0" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="Mambo" Foot="2" X="0" Z="0" Rot="0" IK="1" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="5" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="5" Foot="1" X="-20" Z="20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="Mambo" Foot="0" X="20" Z="-20" Rot="0" IK="1" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="6" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="6" Foot="0" X="20" Z="-20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="Mambo" Foot="1" X="-20" Z="20" Rot="0" IK="1" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="7" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="7" Foot="1" X="0" Z="20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="Mambo" Foot="0" X="0" Z="-20" Rot="0" IK="1" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="8" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="8" Foot="2" X="0" Z="0" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="Mambo" Foot="2" X="0" Z="0" Rot="0" IK="1" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="9" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="1" Foot="0" X="20" Z="-20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="TurnRight" Foot="1" X="-20" Z="20" Rot="0" IK="0" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="10" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="2" Foot="1" X="-20" Z="20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="TurnRight" Foot="0" X="20" Z="-20" Rot="0" IK="0" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="11" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="3" Foot="0" X="0" Z="-20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="TurnRight" Foot="1" X="0" Z="20" Rot="0" IK="0" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="12" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="4" Foot="2" X="0" Z="0" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="TurnRight" Foot="2" X="0" Z="0" Rot="0" IK="0" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="13" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="5" Foot="1" X="-20" Z="20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="TurnRight" Foot="0" X="20" Z="-20" Rot="0" IK="0" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="14" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="6" Foot="0" X="20" Z="-20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="TurnRight" Foot="1" X="-20" Z="20" Rot="-179" IK="0" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="15" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="7" Foot="1" X="0" Z="20" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="TurnRight" Foot="0" X="0" Z="20" Rot="-179" IK="0" />
</LeaderStep>
<LeaderStep DanceBeat="16" ParentMove="Mambo" MoveBeat="8" Foot="2" X="0" Z="0" Rot="0">
<PartnerStep ParentMove="TurnRight" Foot="2" X="0" Z="0" Rot="0" IK="0" />
</LeaderStep>
</DancePlan>
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9.2.

Rules Set

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<DanceRules>
<MoveGraph Nodes="6">
<Move Type="Mambo" Active="True" IK="On" Edges="6" Matches="1">
<Edges>
<Edge Type="Mambo" />
<Edge Type="Rumba" />
<Edge Type="Cumbia" />
<Edge Type="Diagonal" />
<Edge Type="Pasito" />
<Edge Type="TurnRight" />
</Edges>
<Matches>
<Match Type="Mambo_P" />
</Matches>
</Move>
<Move Type="Rumba" Active="True" IK="On" Edges="3" Matches="1">
<Edges>
<Edge Type="Mambo" />
<Edge Type="Rumba" />
<Edge Type="Cumbia" />
</Edges>
<Matches>
<Match Type="Rumba_P" />
</Matches>
</Move>
<Move Type="Cumbia" Active="True" IK="On" Edges="3" Matches="1">
<Edges>
<Edge Type="Mambo" />
<Edge Type="Rumba" />
<Edge Type="Cumbia" />
</Edges>
<Matches>
<Match Type="Cumbia_P" />
</Matches>
</Move>
<Move Type="Diagonal" Active="True" IK="On" Edges="1" Matches="1">
<Edges>
<Edge Type="Mambo" />
</Edges>
<Matches>
<Match Type="Diagonal_P" />
</Matches>
</Move>
<Move Type="Pasito" Active="True" IK="On" Edges="1" Matches="1">
<Edges>
<Edge Type="Mambo" />
</Edges>
<Matches>
<Match Type="Pasito_P" />
</Matches>
</Move>
<Move Type="TurnRight" Active="True" IK="On" Edges="1" Matches="2">
<Edges>
<Edge Type="Mambo" />
</Edges>
<Matches>
<Match Type="Mambo_P" />
<Match Type="TurnRight_P" />
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</Matches>
</Move>
</MoveGraph>
<Combinations>
<Category Type="Intro" Total="1">
<Combo Name="Standard" Moves="5">
<Move Type="Mambo" Times="2" />
<Move Type="RightTurn" Times="1" />
<Move Type="Cumbia" Times="1" />
<Move Type="Mambo" Times="1" />
</Combo>
</Category>
<Category Type="Beginning" Total="1">
<Combo Name="Standard" Moves="4">
<Move Type="Mambo" Times="1" />
<Move Type="Rumba" Times="1" />
<Move Type="Mambo" Times="1" />
<Move Type="Cumbia" Times="1" />
</Combo>
</Category>
<Category Type="Middle" Total="1">
<Combo Name="Standard" Moves="4">
<Move Type="Mambo" Times="1" />
<Move Type="TurnRight" Times="1" />
<Move Type="Cumbia" Times="1" />
<Move Type="Mambo" Times="1" />
</Combo>
</Category>
<Category Type="Ending" Total="1">
<Combo Name="Standard_Ending" Moves="4">
<Move Type="Mambo" Times="2" />
<Move Type="TurnRight" Times="1" />
<Move Type="Mambo" Times="1" />
</Combo>
</Category>
</Combinations>
</DanceRules>
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9.3.

Moves Set

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<MoveDetails>
<Leader Total="6">
<Move Type="Mambo" SizeX="20" SizeZ="20" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="1">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="4">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="5">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="8">
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="Rumba" SizeX="5" SizeZ="35" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="0" DirX="-1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="1">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
<Override X="0" Z="20" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="4">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="5">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
<Override X="0" Z="20" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="8">
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="Cumbia" SizeX="0" SizeZ="20" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="0" DirX="-1" DirZ="-1" Rot="90" Beat="1">
<Override X="35" Z="15" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="-90" Beat="2">
<Override X="15" Z="35" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="4">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="-90" Beat="5">
<Override X="35" Z="20" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="90" Beat="6">
<Override X="20" Z="35" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
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</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="8">
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="Diagonal" SizeX="20" SizeZ="20" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="-45" Beat="1">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="45" Beat="3">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="4">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="-45" Beat="5">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="45" Beat="7">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="8">
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="Pasito" SizeX="20" SizeZ="10" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="1">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
<Override X="20" Z="30" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="4">
<Override X="0" Z="20" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="5">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
<Override X="20" Z="30" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="8">
<Override X="0" Z="20" />
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="TurnRight" SizeX="20" SizeZ="20" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="1">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="-179" Beat="2">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="-179" Beat="3">
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="4">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="5">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="8">
</Step>
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</Move>
</Leader>
<Partner Total="6">
<Move Type="Mambo_P" SizeX="20" SizeZ="20" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="1">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="4">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="5">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="8">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="Rumba_P" SizeX="5" SizeZ="35" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="1">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
<Override X="0" Z="20" />
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="4">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="-1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="5">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
<Override X="0" Z="20" />
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="8">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="Cumbia_P" SizeX="0" SizeZ="20" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="-90" Beat="1">
<Override X="35" Z="15" />
<IK Hand="Left" Target="Opposite" />
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</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="90" Beat="2">
<Override X="15" Z="35" />
<IK Hand="Left" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="4">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="-1" DirZ="-1" Rot="90" Beat="5">
<Override X="35" Z="20" />
<IK Hand="Right" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="-90" Beat="6">
<Override X="20" Z="35" />
<IK Hand="Right" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="8">
<IK Hand="Both" Target="Opposite" />
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="Diagonal_P" SizeX="20" SizeZ="20" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="45" Beat="1">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="-45" Beat="3">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="4">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="45" Beat="5">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="-45" Beat="7">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="8">
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="Pasito_P" SizeX="20" SizeZ="10" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="1">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
<Override X="20" Z="30" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
<Override X="20" Z="10" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="4">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="5">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="6">
<Override X="20" Z="30" />
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="7">
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</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="8">
<Override X="0" Z="20" />
</Step>
</Move>
<Move Type="TurnRight_P" SizeX="20" SizeZ="20" Beats="8">
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="1">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="2">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="0" Beat="3">
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="4">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="1" DirZ="-1" Rot="0" Beat="5">
</Step>
<Step Foot="1" DirX="-1" DirZ="1" Rot="-179" Beat="6">
</Step>
<Step Foot="0" DirX="0" DirZ="1" Rot="-179" Beat="7">
</Step>
<Step Foot="2" DirX="0" DirZ="0" Rot="0" Beat="8">
</Step>
</Move>
</Partner>
<Both Total="0">
</Both>
</MoveDetails>
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